
SO! Classic
Climate

Your pergola. 
Discover a new way 
to live outdoors.



 Automatic louvres

 One app controls everything

 LED mood lighting

 LED starry sky

 Bluetooth sound system

 USB charging point

 230V socket

 Heating

 Decorative walls

Take your living room outside with Pergola SO!. You can  
stay out in comfort at any time of day, and more than  
that; you can pick the mood and setting you want. 

The Pergola SO! brings people together. It is always  
there for you, whatever the mood or occasion.  
Experience wonderful moments here with your  
family and friends as you create countless invaluable  
memories together.

The SO! patio canopy is not only extremely functional,  
but also pleasing to the eye. And this was also noticed  
by the jury of the Red Dot Design Award, Winsol even  
won this prestigious award.

“ Create the  
perfect atmosphere  

in your garden. ”

Monitor & control your SO! with  
the SO! Connected™ app.

Learn more about the app on page 24.

Pergola SO!
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A place for family  
& friends to gather.

“ Get more out of your terrace  
thanks to the Pergola SO! ”

Turn your patio into an extension of your living room.  
Snuggle cosily into your seat with the two of you or have  
pre-dinner drinks with the whole family: your Pergola SO!  
will become a second home. Find out for yourself.
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Three  
different  
Pergola SO!  
packs

SO! Cosy

Turn your patio into a blissfully comfortable cocoon. Let the summer 
breeze gently caress your cheek, create shade as needed or escape 
the rain together under your Pergola SO! Bask in those evocative 
moments with your family or friends in a very special setting on 
beautiful summer days and long summer evenings.

SO! Chic

Relax in a serene, cosy or festive atmosphere and let your imagination 
roam freely. Make the LED lighting brighter or mellower in accordance 
with your wishes as music plays from the speakers. Elegance and 
audacity combine harmoniously to create the perfect atmosphere  
for the sharing of precious moments.

SO! Star

Be adventurous... Under the Pergola SO! Star you’ll feel like you’ve 
entered another world. Experience the magical tranquility of a starlit 
sky. A motorised system adjusts the automated louvres throughout the 
day, entirely in accordance with your chosen settings. Let yourself be 
transported to a lovely warm climate at any season thanks to heating, 
background music and low lighting. Sit down and luxuriate in the 
unparallelled comfort of your Pergola SO!

Learn all about the three packs on page 27.
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Winsol Pergola SO / 8Winsol Pergola SO / 8

 Louvres create a natural  
bio-climate thanks to the  
breeze passing through.

 The louvres automatically  
assume the correct position  
using pre-programmed scenes  
in the app.

 Louvres close automatically in  
case of rain or snow. No water  
penetrates.

 Always enough shade because  
the louvres automatically follow  
the position of the sun.

“ Your home.  
All year round. ”

How wonderful would it be if you controlled the weather?  
To always maintain your own micro-climate in your own 
home and garden. The Pergola SO! adapts to all weather 
conditions with its adjustable louvres and decorative walls. 

On warm summer days, you’ll imagine yourself on a  
sun-drenched beach with a refreshing sea breeze.  
In the wintertime, your patio’s integrated heating will  
keep you as cosy as in your living room.

Whether you’re in the city or  
the country; our pergolas provide  

all the comfort you could ask for.
SO! 
Refreshing 
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Outdoor luxury
Enjoy life
Design 
Feel good
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“ Small, bright LED  
lights provide instant  
atmosphere. ”

You determine the mood for the Pergola SO!  
This can be done by adjusting the positions of the  
louvres and screens, or by adding scenic LED lighting. 

Warm lighting for a lovely evening with a glass of wine in  
the garden, or something brighter, so you can comfortably  
enjoy your book on the patio? Anything goes.

 Dimmable LED strip with  
direct (warm) white lighting

 Dimmable LED strip with  
direct white lighting:  
adjustable cool - warm white

 Indirect RGB lighting

 Dimmable spots in the  
louvres and/or crossbeams

 Starry sky with LEDs

SO! 
Bright
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Winsol Pergola SO / 14Winsol Pergola SO / 14

“ Listen to your favourite  
playlist underneath the SO! ”

A fun evening is even more enjoyable with the right music.  
Our ingenious system allows you to easily link your 
smartphone to the Pergola SO! using Bluetooth.
 
With your best friends, good food, a nice drink and some 
music to set the scene, you have everything you need. 

SO! Spotify playlist

Winsol pre-dinner drink
Set the mood for a long,  

cosy evening.

Winsol Sunset
The perfect mood  

for a successful party.

SO! 
Music
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Breakfast
Lunch
Appetiser
Dinner
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“ Every comfort at  
your fingertips. ”

Just switch on the 2600W capacity infrared heating when  
it starts to cool down and snuggle into a pile of soft pillows  
and blankets. Instant cosiness guaranteed! 

And thanks to the USB and 230V sockets that have been  
subtly integrated into the Pergola SO!, every comfort is  
at your fingertips. 

We can also equip your patio canopy with a projector.  
This projector can also easily be added afterwards.  
Perfect for a cosy evening while watching a film in your  
garden. We provide the projector, all you need to do is enjoy it.

SO! 
Easy
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Winsol Pergola SO / 21

SO! 
Authentic
“ Wood finishes for  

a warmer feeling. ”

The Pergola SO! combines exceptional technology  
with tasteful design. Choose a rustic look using louvres  
with a wood-look finish underneath and a RAL colour  
on top. Thanks to these finishes, the ceiling looks like  
a real wooden roof and immediately immerses you in  
an exceptionally pleasant atmosphere. With three  
types of wood finishes to choose from, there is sure  
to be something perfect for you.

Oak nature     Oak light grey     Oak dark brown

The atmosphere in your pergola is completely in tune  
with your mood as the fully automated louvred roof helps  
you relax under a starry sky of white led lights as the sun  
sets outside. An excellent evening is guaranteed!

Your style, your colour

The Pergola SO! is available  
in three standard colours:

signal white  
(RAL 9016 ST)

anthracite grey  
(RAL 7016 ST) 

jet black  
(RAL 9005 ST)

Would you prefer  
a different colour? 
Have your Pergola SO! or  
the louvres made in a RAL  
colour of your choice.
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“ Small, bright LED lights  
provide instant atmosphere. ”

Our Pergola SO! is also a great place to spend a twilit evening.  
Recline, relax and drift away as dozens of twinkling LED lights  
create a dazzling starry sky. A good night’s sleep? Check!

SO! 
Heaven
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 Natural bio-climate. The wind  
moves between the louvres  
to create a natural breeze.

 Sunny day. The louvres move  
along with the sun for an optimal  
sun/shade ratio.

 Your favorite music always at  
your fingertips. Use Bluetooth  
to link your playlist and enjoy.

 Sunny day with strong wind.  
Control the wind-resistant screens  
with the app to keep out the breeze.

 Changeable day. Pergola closes  
when it rains. When the sun comes  
out again the louvres re-open.

 Evening mode. Turn starry sky  
and LED lights on or off and select  
warm or cool lighting.

“ Connect your  
smartphone or tablet using  
Bluetooth and relax. ”

With the SO! Connected™ app you create your own  
gorgeous weather. Using the patented, intelligent louvre  
system, the app calculates the correct position for the  
aluminium louvres. Any change in incoming light causes  
the louvres to adjust automatically maintaining the  
perfect ambiance on your patio. 

Would you rather  
use a remote control?  

This is also possible  
on request.

SO! 
Connected
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Connect your smartphone  
to your Pergola SO! using  
Bluetooth and easily adjust  
the position of the louvres or  
control the louvres on your  
SO! manually using the built-in  
buttons in the framework.

Each set of 4 metal design buttons (optional)  
is outlined with a circular ring of LED lighting.

SO! Cosy

Perfect for people who like to be in control:  
you can set the extent to which the louvres open  

yourself. Use a slider to determine the desired  
position (between 0° and 145°) by moving the  

louvre position from left to right. You can easily  
make adjustments to the angle of the louvres  

using the designer-controls in the support pole.

SO! Chic

We have the perfect solution for people who want  
to enjoy the outdoors to the full-est. Set the engine  

controls to automatic and choose the desired level of  
shadow/sun on your patio. The solar tracker and your  
geolocation operate in tandem, causing the louvres  

to move spontaneously and automatically adjust  
to the position of the sun. If you’d rather adjust the  

amount of sunlight or shadow manually, you can  
do so with the optional, integrated, designer  

control panel in the pergola.

SO! Star

Do you want to enjoy your patio throughout the year?  
You can set the outdoor climate yourself thanks to  
the patented and intelligent motor control system.  

The desired level of sunshine admitted to your patio  
is determined using a temperature and solar sensor  
to transform the Pergola SO! into the ultimate place  

to enjoy the day. The louvres adjust automatically  
throughout the day to make sure you do not need  

to worry about a single thing. Otherwise, of course,  
you can change the angle of the louvres whenever  

and to whichever angles you want with the  
optional designer buttons.

SO! 
Smart
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Increase the wind resistance of your Pergola SO!  
with the new patented Climate louvres. These bioclimatic  
louvres not only rotate — in closed position they also rest  
fully on the gutter profiles so that the roof is completely  
draft-free. And thanks to the sound-absorbing foam inside,  
the sound of the rain is much less noticeable.

New living space, between a pergola and a conservatory

Meet the “Peranda”, a hybrid concept that gives you all the  
advantages of a real conservatory without the overheating  
and the greenhouse effect. Tilt the louvres and the hot air  
makes way for a cooling breeze. This way, you can continue  
to enjoy your extension in the summer. Complete your Peranda  
with our insulating glass walls for extra heat and sound insulation.  
Discover them on page 44.

Discover the 
new louvres: 
Climate

01. Classic louvres
The water-resistant louvre  
with solar shading.

02. Climate louvres 
The sound-insulating louvre that is  
not only water-resistant but also  
completely wind-resistant.

Supply of  
cold outside air

Supply of  
cold outside air

Inside  
air flow  
(limited)

Inside  
air flow  
(nil)
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Decorative walls 

Discover our wide range of side walls for your personal Winsol outdoor  
space. Sleek and modern, romantic, rural or even industrial… Decorative walls  
transform your pergola into every possible style so that it always matches  
your home. Sit outside for longer, away from the UV rays of the sun, rain,  
wind and cold. 

SO! 
Sheltered
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Built-in SolFix screens

SolFix screens are the most popular option for closing off  
a Pergola SO!. The fibre-glass screen fabric is available in  
more than 50 colours and offer you different advantages. 
For example, thanks to the different opening degrees of  
the fabric (1% - 5% - 10%), you can create a cool and shady  
cocoon under your pergola with natural light. And with  
excellent wind resistance of up to 6 Beaufort, you are  
protected from the sun even on a windy day. 

Not using the screens for a while? Then they can be  
integrated into the structure of the pergola and made  
completely invisible. And when fully closed, the screens  
also keep out mosquitoes and other annoying insects.  
In short, multiple functions in one partition.

Built-in SolFix screen

Choose from  
42 more  
colours
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Sliding wall with wood or screen fabric 

The Thermowood wooden sliding wall gives your Pergola SO!  
a welcoming look. Wood is therefore a popular choice for a charming  
and cosy finish, regardless of the style. The lengthy heating process  
changes the chemical structure of the wood, making it highly resistant  
to moisture, bacteria and insects. It also means that Thermowood  
sliding walls are extremely robust and easy to maintain. These are  
available with one side in wood and one side in screen fabric or  
both sides in screen fabric (Verso-Tex).

The Verso-Tex system also has the same sliding frame, but  
with a fibre-glass screen fabric on the inside and outside.  
These screens are welded to the sides of the walls and offer  
extra privacy or protection from sun and wind.

Verso-Tex sliding wall with screen fabricThermowood wooden sliding wall
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Steel-look glass sliding walls

10mm glass sliding walls 

Enjoy an unobstructed view of your surroundings thanks to the sliding 
walls with 10mm-thick glass panels. Slide the panels open to provide 
more access or ventilation. Combine them with the built-in SolFix 
screens to prevent overheating and to regulate the light level under 
your pergola. And if you’re looking for an authentic or industrial look, 
you can opt for the steel-look version with aluminium lattice dividers  
on both sides of the glass. 

Glass sliding walls
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Louvred Ambiente wall

Louvred Ambiente wall design

The Ambiente wall with vertical louvres has a modern and sleek  
design that gives you a real feature wall under your Pergola SO!  
Open and close the louvres manually or automatically for more  
or less ventilation and/or privacy. 

Oak nature     Oak light grey     Oak dark brown

Finish the louvres with a wood look for a cosy touch and adjust  
the integrated white or RGB LED lighting to create the perfect  
atmosphere. More inspiration on page 12. All RAL colours also possible!
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Outdoor curtains

A romantic and homely touch for your pergola? Our outdoor curtains 
are not just designed to protect you from the sun, wind and rain but 
also to give you greater privacy. You can choose from a variety of 
58 colours and designs, all with a 5-year warranty. This means that  
they can withstand the most extreme conditions. Incidentally,  
the colours stay incredibly vibrant year after year!

Outdoor curtains

Choose from  
50 more  
colours
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Perspective: 
motorised lifting wall

For an unobstructed view, choose the motorised Perspective  
lifting wall. Thanks to the vertical lifting system, you can open or  
close the top 2 sections to ventilate your outdoor space more  
in the summer or keep the heat inside in winter. The lower part  
is fixed and marks the boundary of your pergola or terrace  
at balustrade height. The Perspective lifting wall is ideal for  
hospitality use and enables you to expand your terrace and  
outdoor seating area.

Perspective lifting wall
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Insulating walls

Did you know that you can increase the thermal and acoustic 
insulation level under your pergola when you have fixed or sliding 
double-glazed windows? Connect with your garden with aluminium 
exterior joinery similar to that in your home and enjoy the same 
comfort as indoors. Your pergola is the result of our years of 
experience with windows and solar shading and combines the  
best of these 2 worlds. And this is unprecedented in the market!

Combine the insulating glass walls with built-in SolFix screens  
and/or curtains on the same side. 

– Aluminium insulating sliding window
– Fixed insulating aluminium window
– Steel-look fixed insulating aluminium window
– Cocoon wall made of real wood

Cocoon wall made of real wood Aluminium insulating sliding window

Steel-look fixed insulating aluminium windowFixed insulating aluminium window
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“ Pergola SO! has an  
answer to every question. ”

Do you want to enjoy the outdoors all year round?  
Or do you want to make your patio more comfortable?  
Whatever the surface or shape of your patio, the 
Pergola SO! has an answer to every question. It is also 
pos sible to combine things. The different SO! modules 
can be seamlessly connected to each other to build a 
personalised pergola that is just the right size for you.

Combined pergolas attached to your home

SO! 
Flexible

Built-on  
with crossover

Double roof  
(linked in length or width)

Star structure Built-on  
with doorpost

Freestanding  
with crossover

Built-on

Freestanding  
version

Built-in pergola • without posts (just the roof)

Just the roof
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Discover the 
SO! options & 
finishes.

Bluetooth sound and projection 

An amazing entertainment space. Enjoy the high-end sound  
from the stylishly integrated speakers. These are almost invisible, 
and you can easily operate them with the app. 

You can also project your favourite films, series or sports events in 
big-screen format using the projector holder * and projection screen. 
Transform your pergola into your own outdoor cinema with real 
surround sound.

* Projector not included

Push-buttons

It’s always easy to operate the screens, lighting and louvres 
thanks to the integrated push buttons in one or more leg 
poles of your Pergola SO!. The buttons are also illuminated 
and waterproof to give you extra ease of use.

USB- & 230V- sockets

USB and 230V sockets are included in the Pergola SO!  
“Chic” and “Star” packs. That way you’re assured of having 
every comfort at your fingertips. Just as if you’re seated in 
your living room.

Lighting

 Dimmable LED strip with direct (warm) white lighting

 Dimmable LED strip with direct white lighting:  
adjustable cool - warm white

 Indirect RGB lighting

 Dimmable spotlights

 Dimmable LED Starlight

Design buttons

Wind-resistant screens

Wood-look louvres with integrated spotlights

Projector Bluetooth sound system

Dimmable LED strips USB sockets
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Loudspeaker

Design buttons

USB charging point

Outdoor curtains

Glass sliding walls

Wind-resistant screen Led Starlight

Spotlights Infrared heating

Dimmable LED lighting 

230V socket

  included in the pack  O  optional  —  not available

Application
SO! Cosy SO! Chic SO! Star

SO! Refreshing

Classic louvres

Windproof Climate louvres O O O

Windproof and sound-insulating Climate louvres O O O

Louvres in wood finish O O O

SO! Smart

Standard motorisation Bluetooth 

Automatic motorisation (Solar Tracker) O

Patented intelligent motorisation O O

Wind sensor O O

Rain sensor O

SO! Connected

Controlled by an application

Design buttons O O

SO! Bright + SO! Heaven

All-round dimmable LED strip with direct white light O — —

All-round dimmable LED strip with direct white light + adjustable cool-warm O

All-round dimmable LED strip with indirect RGB light O O O

Dimmable spotlights in frame O O O

Dimmable LED Starlight O O

Dimmer spotlights in the louvres O O O

SO! Music

Bluetooth sound system with 2 built-in speakers O —

Bluetooth sound system with 4 built-in speakers O O

SO! Easy

USB charging point   & 230V socket O 1 item 2 items

Infrared heating O O O

Projector holder and projection screen O O O

SO! Sheltered (insulation decorative walls)

Built-in SolFix screens O O O

Outdoor curtains O O O

Glass sliding walls with or without steel-look (10mm)  O O O

Ambiente wall with or without a motor; with or without wood-look O O O

Verso-Tex sliding walls with double screen fabric O O O

Horizontal wooden sliding walls O O O

Perspective glass wall O O O

Maximum dimensions L6000 x W4500 x H3000 or 
L6400 x W4000 x H3000

L6000 x W4500 x H3000 or  
L6400 x W4000 x H3000

L6000 x W4500 x H3000 or  
L6400 x W4000 x H3000
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Discover even 
more possibilities 
in the SO! Universe

Welcome to your world, where 
the focus is on personalisation

The SO! pergola is specially for you and your family and we can assemble  
it exactly according to your needs and wishes. You can choose from 3 roof  
types, each with its own comfort level and advantages, and 12 insulating  
or non-insulating decorative walls.

More info? Scan the QR code and download the SO! Cocoon brochure.

Cocoon + Cocoon

Cocoon + Climate

Cocoon + Classic

Climate + Climate

Classic + Classic
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Winsol, over 145 years of experience with 100% 
superior Belgian quality 

We have designed our own products for many 
years and take care of all manufacturing and 
sales of our extensive product range ourselves. 
We offer innovative comprehensive concepts 
each and every day with our roller shutters, 
gates, awnings, screens, aluminium and PVC 
constructions, patio canopies and railings.

Our success is due to our years of experience 
and continuous striving to provide innovative, 
high-end custom work with an eye for design. 
And this has not escaped the attention of the jury 
of the Red Dot Design Award. We strive for top 
quality, durability, comfort and safety in every 
design and solution. We play a leading role in the 
construction industry thanks to our continuous 
innovations and expansions.

www.winsol.eu

Roeselaarsestraat 542
8870 Izegem, Belgium

T +32 51 33 18 11
F +32 51 33 19 91
info@winsol.eu
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A home to enjoy.
Pergola SO! turns your patio into a cosy spot to spend some lovely moments with  
your friends and family at any time of day. Enjoy the sun together in the daytime  
and drift away under a dazzling starry sky at night. Ambiance guaranteed!

www.winsol.euYour SO! distributor:


